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Report:

Ultradispersive materials with the grain size less than 100 nm have unusual

properties differed from coarse grained samples of polycrystalline analogues.

Investigated object (submicrocrystalline Cu (smc-Cu)) was previously studied in our

group [1]. We find that saving lattice parameter and strong decreasing of coordination

number in can be explain both boundary-particles effect (small size of

submicrocrystalline blocks) and high numbers of lattice vacancies. Present work was

devoted to the series of smc-Cu samples.

The samples smc-Cu were prepared by a method of severe plastic deformation

under quasigidrostastic pressure with shear up to a true logarithmic degree å = 5. The

average size of a grain in Cu samples is 100 nm [2]. Then the samples were annealed

at the different temperatures: 150°C, 175°C and 225°C. Also ‘as prepared’ smc-Cu

and polycrystalline Cu (poly-Cu) were added to the collection.



Absorption X-ray experiments was performed in ESRF (BM20, ROBL line) in

transmission mode. The new method of sample inhomogeneity estimation and

correction was applied. Due to this method additional spectrum without sample

(ground spectra) was collected. The next process of extracting normalized oscillating

part from absorption spectra and solution inverse ill-posed problem with the help of

regularization method was written earlier [1].

After processing sample annealed at the temperature 150°C was removed from

the joint analyses. This sample has nearest interatomic distance different from other

samples due to W included in the time of pressure. All other samples has nearest

interatomic distance equal to pure polycrystalline Cu. This fact is in a good agreement

with our previous work. The first coordination numbers are given in the table. Also in

the table we can see values of normalised resistivity for corresponding samples. Two

conclusions should be done:

1) Annealing leads to vacancy relaxation, as well as annealing temperature higher

coordination numbers increases up to poly-Cu one.

2) There is the clearly pronounced correlation between coordination numbers and

resistivity. We assumed that in the case of smc-materials growth of resistivity could

be explain by electron reflections from the grain boundaries and vacancies. When

annealing temperature increases smc-particles become larger, vacancies disappears

and resistivity returns to the normal polycrystalline value.

Coordination numbers and conductivity for smc- and poly-Cu samples

sample ‘as prepared’ annealed,125°C annealed,225°C poly-Cu

Coord. number 10,9 11,3 11,35 12,1

Norm.resistiviy 1,00 0,75 0,55 0.45
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